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The well-known Smith inequalitv implis that for arr d&$t:ti 
XR we have C 6i(XR) G C bi(Xcj, where bi denotes the 
coefficients in Z/22 and XC denotes the complexification of XR (see for example 121). 

In the particular case of a planar real algebraic cume this inequality is called 
Hamack’s inequality and the planar curves for which Hamack’s inequality is in 
fact the equality are called M-curves. M-curves were studied by several authors (see 

Cl09 89% m 

1.1. l%e main definition 

A real algebraic variety XR (the set of real points of Xc) is called an M-manifold 
if c bi(XR) =c bi( X”). (We shall also say that in this case XR has 

There are several articles by authors from the Leningrad and Go 

M-surfaces (see [4,12]). 
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In the beginning of 70’s it was found that several configuration spaces have the 
M-property. For example in the paper [d] by Orlik and Solomon it was proved that 
the complement of an arbitrary arrangement of real hyperplanes has the M-property 
(see also [6, Ill). 

In this paper we will consider other configuration spaces and establish the 
M-property for another series of manifolds. In this sense our work is the development 
of [6]. 

Two (incomplete~ in general) flags in P” are called -sol if the 
n of any pair of their subspaces has the minimal possible dimension. 

Let pT”Lp” denote the manifold of all flags in P”’ consisting of a hyperplane and 
point in it. (Notice that two flags belonging to PI’@F are transversal 

r both that a distinguished point of one does not belong to the 
u&ace of the other.) 

Hereintier the term “the set ofjkgs in general position” means that it belongs 
to some open dense domain in the space of all sets. 

A. llbclarrrs of dujkgsjbm ITT which m tmd to eachjbagjivm 
set in geaed posit&m has the M-property (see section 2). 

R 7%~ exism an 0pQn set of 49Zupb of d lines in P (jkags in Fo) such 
of all lines (jkgs) tmnsversal to all lines (jkags) Jiom 

The authors are very thankful to V.I. Arnold and AN. Varchenko for their interest 
in this work and useful discussions of the subject. The first of the authors is also 
very much obliged to the University of Wisconsin-Madison and Peter Orlik especially 
for their hospitality. 

2 The M-propmy of PPP” 

This section csntains the proof of Theorem A. 

D&&ion 2.1. The train Tng of a flag f is the locus of all flags nontransversal to f: 
If l is an arbitrary set f = {f l,. . . ,fk} of flags in P”, then we denote 

Tnj= u TnA. 
/Id 

Definition 2.2. Let VI, V, be two n-dimensional vector spaces. The subspace L c VI 0 
V, is called decomposable if L = L, 0 L2, where L, c VI, L2 c V,. We denote by 
pl: V,@ v,+ VI; by p2: V,O V, + V, projections onto the first and the second sum- 
mand, respectively. Let dz : V, x V, + 88 (C) be a pairing (possibly degenerate). With 
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the pairing @ : V, x V2 -) R (C) we associate a quadratic form di( V,@ Vz) + R (Cc) 
such that d(v) = @( p,v, p2v) 

Lemma 2.3. Let V, , Vz be n-dimensional linear spaces; @ : V, x Vi + R a pairing and 
6( VI0 vz)-* the associated quadratic form. If L is decomposable then the tQstriction 
&IL has zero signature (the number of positive squares minus the number of negatiiw 
squares vanishes). 

&of. For any pairing @ we can choose appropriate coordinates xs on VI and yi 
on V2 so that for any 

The signature of the quadratic form 4 =xryt+. l *+;5yr 
decomposable vector space L the resttiction @It is also a 

(XI* 0 

lBdWion 2.4. Let ii” (t”) denote the 
arbitrary real or complex valued function 
(@(x) = O}. 

compactific%ti4)## of 
“(C)and Vthevariety 

-+IEe subvariety O= Vum in IiP (P) is the one-point 

The aim of this section is to study the relative mod 00 
for the nonhomogeneous quadratic form @ associated with a 
Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 and Lemma 2.3). The following lemma is obvious. 

Lemma 2.5. Lie nonhomogeneous quadicfinctikm ass&ted with a pakfng @ : V1 x 
be transformed by the A%( VE) x AfE( V&action i.2 0 Gne of thefolliM#g: 

(1) G=l(X,,yi)+~(Xi”yi), rnsn, 
2 

(B) @=O, 

(2) S=f (XiOyi)-l, rns n, 

(C) 4=1, 

i+) 

where l(Xi, vi) is a nonconstant linear function. 
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Table 1 
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(A) 09 w (1) (2) (3) 

w ,214 t2” 0 
t2n-l t2n-1 + t2n-m P-‘+2t 

6 p-2 t4” 0 
t4n-2 p-2+ t4n-2m-l t4n-2+ t4n-2m + t 

26 Tlhe RWxue po&nomiak for the homology of the pair ( t mod aa) are 
listed in Tde 1. 

We start with the space I@‘“. The cases (A), (B), (C), (1) are obvious, e.g- 
(1) (t mod m) is homeomorphic to (@“-‘, mod(point)); 
(2) (t mod a) is homeomorphic to the Thorn space of a (2rr - m)-dimensional 

vector bundle over SI“. 
3) The third case splits into two subcases: 

(3a) m=n; 
(3b) men 
C&e (3a). Sibwe V is homogeneous (tmoda~) is homeomorphic to the sus- 

pension modpoint) over its intersection with the unit sphere. 
This intersection is given by the system: 

Hence the intersection is homeomorphic to S”-’ x S”-’ and ( t mod @ is homeo- 
morphic to the suspension mod(point) over S”-’ x S”-‘. 

C&e (3b). (V, mod a~) is homeomorphic to the Thorn space mod(point) of the 
2( n - m)-dimensional bundle over S”” x S”-’ whose fiber over one point 1s gbd 
by a cell. 

Now let us pass to the space e2”. 
(1) (t mod a) is homeomorphic to the sphere @“-2 (mod(point)). 
To study the other cases we must decompose the left sides of (**) and (***) into 

real and imaginary parts: 

C((Rexi)2+(Xmyi)2-(Im~i)2-(Reyi)2), 

2 C ((Re MIm Xi) - (Re yi)(Im yi)= 

Substituting y instead of y we obtain: 

C ((Re xi)2+(Im yi)2-(Im xi)‘-(Re yi)2), 

2 C ((Re xi)& xi) + (Re ,JG)(~ yi)). 
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Thus in case (2) we see that (t moda) is homeomorphic to the Thorn space 
(mod(point)) of the (4~2 -2nr)-dimensional bundle over S*“? 

Case (3) splits, as before, into two subcases. 
Case (3a). (t mod a) is homeomorphic to the suspension mod(point) over the 

spheric bundle SI!!S*“-’ associated with IS*“-‘. 
Carse (3b). (fi mod ar>) is homeomorphic to the Thorn space mod(point) of the 

4( n - m)-dimensional bundle over suspension over SIS*“‘* one 6ber of which is 
glued by a cell. 

The proof of the remaining statements of the lemma is the calculation of the 
suspension homology and the Thorn space homology in terms of the homology of 
their base spaces. q 

Now we shall go ahead with the proof of Theomn A. 

IMnBiou 27. A set of flags from FPP” is called no&k&& &guemte if the space 
spanned by the points of these flags in&rsects nontrivially with the i of 
the hyperpbnes of the flags from the considered set 

~Thesetoftia%sfrom.~P”is~led~~ifiS 
minimally degenerate subset, and norsdegenetrrte otimwk- 

a 

Now let us give the precise form&&ion of Theorem A. 

@Iborem A. Ttre compkment to the union of the tmins for a 

jbm PTCP possesses the M-property. 

Proof. Embed the space PT’V” into P xP”* as a quadric given by the equation: 
~&x~~=O, where ~:xl:= l 0:~; yo:yl:= = =:yn are homogeneom coordinates in 
P” and P”* respectively. We call a variety Lc P" x P"* a “projective subspace” if 
L = Lt Y: Lz where Ll c P" and &C Pa* are projective s&spaces_ If the codimension 
of LC P" x P"* equals 1, then we call L a ‘%yperp!a~e”. 

Having rntmduced these definitions we can notice that the train of any flag 
coincides with the intersection of Q with the union of two “hyperplanes”. The 
complement in P” x P”* to the union of these “hyperplanes” coincides with A” x A”* 
and thus the complement in WP” to the train of some flag can be realized as an 
affine quadric QA in A” x A”* given by the equation ~+yo+C~=, xiyi =O. 

The union (intersection) of the irreducible components of the trains for various 
flags is the union (intersection) of Q with the corresponding “hyperplanes”. Thus 

any intersection of the irreducible components is the intersection of Q with some 
“projective subspaces”. If we pass from the projective spaces to the affine ones, 
then the inverse image of the considered “projective subspace” is identified with 
the linear decomposable subspace since the restriction of the quadratic form c ngi 
onto this subspace has zero signature according to Lemma 2.5. Hence the equa:,ira 
of the irreducible components in any affine chart will be given y one of the eq-fiQ= 
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(*), (*+) or (***), i.e., any intersection of irreducible components mod 00 is the 
M-manifold considered in Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. 

To finish the proof we will show that all differentials are 0 in the term El of the 
relative Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence (see [ 11) for the union of trains for a 
nondegenerate set f= cfO,. . . ,fm} of flags from WP”. 

Consider the space 

CU Tnj, mod Tog,) = U N{, mod( NAv Ni) 
j=l,l;i=l,m > 

= c U fi{,modoo , 

‘=l,l;i=l,m 1 

is the first (second) irreducible component of the ith flag train. (The 
first component satisfy the condition that the hyperplane of the 

point of the ith flag; conversely, the points of flags 
nd component belong to the hyperplane of the ith flag.) Let 

e-point compactification of N{. Hereafter we shall work 
Ni belongs to the hyperplane at infinity. Under these 
are hypeplanes and “projective subspaces” are a&e. 

Let W denote the intersection 

where IS, 
Then: 

are pairwise dierent. 

(i) for k, # 0 or IE~ # 0, W is deEned by the type (*) equation; 
(ii) for 2 2, kr, = 0, kz = 0, W is defined by the type (**) equation; 
(iii) for = 1, k, = 0, kz = 0, W is defined by the type (***) equation. 
This follows from the fact that the intersection of the irreducible components of 

the pairwise dierent flags is nonsingular. The structure of the term E, in the 
considered relative Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence is shown on Fig. 1, where 
asterisks mark the nontrivial places and arrows indicate the possible norirK 
ditferentials. 

The proof of the triviality of the considered differentials is similar to the analogous 
proof for the complex case (see Section 4). Cl 

Definition 2.9. Given the above quadric Q and a set 9 = {L, , . . . , Lk} of the affine 
hyperplanes in IR” we will say that the set .9 is h-singular if there exists a subset of 
indices i, , . . . , ih such that either the intersection Li, n l l l n Lib n Q is singular or 
the set of hyperplanes Li,, . . . , L,, is not in general position (i.e., there exists a 
nontransversal intersection); and h-nonsingular otherwise. 

Let ~={&j)=(i:',.*. , ii} be the set of multiindices, where 1 s j s v and .Sa = 
U;=, (L!, n l l l n Lf,). Any continuous deformation {L, , . . . , Lk} in the locus of all 
h-nonsingular sets can be extended to a continuous deformation of .JZa n Q. 
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dimension 
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2nd 2n 2n+l 

The nutnbef of i 
co 

Fig. 1. The stmctufe of the term Et. 

Hence, if we manage to prove that within the considered quad& w 
erately deform an arbitrary nonsingular set of hyperptanes in a n 
infinity, then the triviality of all differentials dr for t B 1 will foIlow. 
Fig. 1 the “suspicious” differentials exist for t 63 and this will imply that they can 
“strike” only in the middle-dimensional homology, i.e., the homology of the intersec- 
tions defined by (**) and (**+). 

Let us start with (***), The hypersurface Q = 0 is a cone. (For the nondegenerate 
set of flags this can happen only for the intersection with the train of no more than 
one flag.) Consider the intersection of Q with an affine s .xce L which in its turn 
is the intersection of several irreducible corn nentb i;if t!~ oAer flag trains. In the 
case of the nondegenerate flag set L cannot contain the cone’s vertex (the origin). 
If we make a homothetic transformation we obtain the necessary nondegenerate 
deformation. 

Now consider (**). The quadric Q is given by the equation cyXI xiyi = 1. Intersect 
Q with the hyperplane 

The conditions of the singularity of this intersectior_ are as follows. There exist ~7, yp : 

cu(J+c (Yjxp = 0, (1) 

cx;y:=1, (2) 
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Conditions (2) and (3) contradict to each other. Hence any intersection of the 
considered quadric with one hyperplane is nonsingular. Consequently, dl = 0. 

Analogously the intersection of the quadric with a subspace given by the system: 

is ~o~i~gular if and only if the vectors (ai)' and (ai)* are linear independent. 
the intersection of these hyperplanes with Q is nonsingular if the set of 

ndegenerate and all the pairwise intersections are nonsingGI& 

only to define when the intersection L, n L2 n Q is singular, 

nditions of degeneracy are as follows: There exist xT,yp such that: 

(4’) implies that 

(1) and (2) imply 

B = -POIC a&t 

and finally (3) gives the singularity condition: 
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For fixed ati, pi let us depict on the (ato, &)-plane the 
This graph does not bound any compact connected 
Consequently any nondegenerate pair of hyperplanes can be no 
in a neighborhood of the i&&y. 

T%us we see that a nondegenerate set of hyperpknes can be nonsiqulariy 
deformed in a neighborhood of the infinity. 

This finishes the proof of the degeneracy for the spectral seque!nce in the term 
E, in the real case. 

In the complex case the same arguments prove the degeneracy of the spectral 
sequence (see Section 4). 

3. E of violation of the 

In this section we will consider an example of the flag variety and the set of 

flags for which the complement to the union of their traina vioIates the M-prope?y. 
As before A denotes the flag space and Tn/ denotes the &as train. Let f= 

if ,,...,f,}beasetoftiags, 

TOI= (j TnA 
i=O 

and 

Theorem B. 7?zere exists an open noncmpty set U of 4tuples ~f%es in 

for each & U 

C bi(A$)>C htA~l 

such that 
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whee ’ (AR) is the complement in the complex (real) Grassmann manifold G2 4 to , 

the union of the twins of these lines. 

R@. The group PGL acts transitively on 34uples of pairwise nonintersecting 
lines in P! There exists a transformation that maps the three lines under consider- 
ation onto the surface of the standard hyperboloid of one sheet xf = X:+X$+& 

Ah oid of one sheet has two families of lines or rulings (denoted as family 
1 and vely) such that the lines from one faarily do not interse% while any 

* af lines fivom difkent families has a one-point intersection. Since the three 
nsideration do not intersect, therefore they belong to one of these families 
ly l)- Consequently the intersection of their trains is one-dimensional and 

(family 2) (see [9]). 
of these families coincides with the 

oid belo to a unique line from 
fourth line we thus obtain that the intersection of 

set of lines from the family 2 passing through the 
n of the fourth line with the hyperboloid (see Fig. 3). 

.3. The one-sheeted hyperboloid representing the stratum of lines nontransversal to the lines a, b 
and c in the general position; lines d and e give examples of two difbent arrangements of the fourth line. 

In the complex case for the set of 4tuples of lines “in general position” the 
number of the intersection points of etuples of trains equals 2; in th real case 
there exists an open nonempty subset U in the space of 4-tuples of lines for which 
the intersection of their trains is empty. 

The Smith inequality implies that dim Et 2 dim Ey . Moreover, Theorem C from 
Section 4 implies that for a set of lines “in general position” 

dim H&J Tn$, mod T&) = dim Ey 2 dim Ey 

2 dim H.JU T& mod T’nz). 

Thus the complement to a union of trains possesses the M-property if at least 
dim Ey= dim EF, i.e., M-property is fulfilled for the intersection of arbitrary subset 
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of trains belonging to j Since, as we have seen above for the 4-tuples of iines 

is violated. Cl 

Y of IQ-tuples of complete jlugs in 

Proof. Consider the 4tuples of flags containing the 2Amensionat subspaces belong- 
ing to the domain % frolm the previous theorem, For them the M-~~~ is ako 
violated, since in this case dim Ey > dim Ey . D 

dTh! racy of the Mayer-Wkto~ 

Consider a celluiar complex K which is represented as 

subcomplexes K =Ui Kg- Then there exists a spectral quence 
homology of K (see [I]). 

E-C 7r 

1 s 

A 

Proof* Since A, is an algebraic variety then it is a ~eigh~rho~d retract in A Let 
42 be its retracting neighborhood. There exists a nonempty open and bcnce dense 
locus UcC such that for any {ul,..-,ud), {v~,-~_& ir tke union UA, is *a . 

homotopic to (J A, by the above lemma. Choose {u, ) It . . , Q) belonging to the 
~-ueighborhuod of the point {cOP . . . , c,) n LL 
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‘I&us U A, c 0. Retracting C to A4, we contrzt u A, to A,. Thus the following 
composition: 

retraction 

UA 
hcmocopy 

,,_ - U A,. - 1 I 4 

gives us a chain whose boundary coincides with U A, mod 4. 0 

Nuw we are able to prove the following crucial result. 

C For any ix C there exists a nonemp~ subset U c Cd such that for any 
E U the mfatbe Mayer- ViWwis for U hj mod 4 degenemtes in 

e action of all difkentials c& for s a 1 is induced 
Let(q ,..., rk}c{cl ,... ,~}beasubset.Theu 

by the sequence of 

where sI means the omission of the corresponding term. On the homological level 
the maps induced by these embeddings are trivial by Lemma 4.2. Cl 

In this section we shall give an explicit illustration of Theorem A in the simplest 
case of flags on IW? The main results are: 

Theorem 5.1. For a set of flags i= {fi, . . . ,fk} on RF “in general position” the 
variety @ of all flogs transversal to all jlags belonging to 1 is homeomovhic to the 
disjoint union of k3- k + k three-dimensional cells. 

Theorem 5.2. For a set of jlags /= (fi 9 . . . , fk} on @p “in general position” the 
P-homology of the variety A$ of all jZags transver..al to all jZags belonging to i are 
torsion free and its Betti numbers are bO = 1, b,=2(k-l), b,=2(k-l)‘, b3=(k-1)3, 
bi=O, i24. 
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Definition 5.3. 
from j 
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RP consists of a line and its point. 

Bifurcation lines are lines passing through points of different flags 

Definition 5.4. A set 8 of flags on IFIF is called a set “in general position” if= 
(a) flags are mutually transversal; 
(b) none of the 3-tupks of the flag lines intersects in one mint; 
(c) none of the 3-tuples of the flag points belongs to one line; 
(d) no bifurcation line passes through the intersection point of the flag lines, 

Under these assumptions we prove Theorem 5.1, 

5.1. Roof of Iheorem 5.1 

Consider a set i= Cf 1, l l . ,/k} of k flags ‘“in general jmsition”. l%e 
flags divide RF into IV1 = k(k- 1)/2 open polygons (see CO 
denote one of these polygons and R(M) denote the locus of 

f=U l,. . . ,/k} whose points belong to M. O(M) is a one-di 
fiber of which is an interval and the base B identifies with the set of hnes 
M and not passing through the points of flags u5s. _ _ ,&}. 

lines on RF* dual to the points of fiags i= {A 9 _. . ,fi}_ By ition (c) the hnes 
1 1,. . . , lk are “in general position”. 

Deli&ion 5.5. We call a polygon M* c RF* &al to a given polygon M c 
the points of M* are dual to all lines on RF nonintersecting M. If M is a&e (i.e., 
contained in some afike chart) and convex, then M* is also affine and convex. If 
M is open, then M* is closed and vice versa- The base B of the bundle a(B) equals 
RF\(M+d*w l l * u Ir,). Ad the lines li,. . . , ?& intersect the C~OSU~C of M’. 

Rmma 5.6. I3 consists of k + q(M) open two-ditnensionat ceiis% where q(M) dmotes 
the number of bifurcation lines intersecting M. 

Corollary 5.7. O(M) consists of k + q(M) open three-dimensional cells. 

The proof of Lemma 5.6 is an immediate consequence of the following more 
general fact. 

Proposition 5.8. Let & be a nonstrictly convex domain of RP? ‘Ihen the number of 
connected components on which C= RF\& is sepaygted by k lines “in gmrd 
position” each of them intersecting .C equals k + r, w?#lere r iz the number of pain+@ 
intersectiorss of lines belonging to J$. All the eomponen fs on which A- is separm~ ~4 
contractible. 
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Wf. For k = 1 the statement is true. Suppose that it is proved for k - 1 and S is 
a segment (or point) of the intersection of &- with the kth line. Then the points 
of intersection of Ire with the other lines which belong to aQ_ divide r,\S into V+ 1 
intervals, where u is the number of these points. Each of these intervals is a simple 
path connecting two boundary points of the contractible (by inductive hypothesis) 

Consequently, the inclusion of a new line lk increases the number of 
on which d- is divided by V+ 1. Their contractability is obvious. Cl 

number of connected components of .&u is equal to the sum of the 
connected components of In(M) over all the polygons M Thus it equals 

+ Nz, where N2 is the total number of domains on which bifurcation lines 
divided by the set of flag lines. Ry conditions (a) and (d) N2 equals k’(k-1)/2. 

Consequently N3 = k3- k2+ C Theorem 5.1 is proved. 

The trcrin TbJ of a complete flag f is the set of all complete flags 

tG 

5.N 7he mdcthn of the train of a completej!ag f given in 
i#ivhi of all complete*gs) to the tmin of some 
to the s&ii given by the equation: 

(3 

orothedet~ ts of (i x Q-minors formed by the&st i rows and the last 
i cloljullus of the upper tt&anguhu (n x n )-matrix with the units on the main diagonal. 

Raof. Letq,...,e,beabasisin ” (6”). We construct two flagsh and& such 
that the i-dimensional subspaces of fi are spanned by e,, . . . , e, and the i- 
dimensional subspaces of & are spanned by el, . . . , ei. Since the group GL, acts 
on the pairs of transversal flags transitively, then it suffices to consider only the pair 
(&,f,). Take the bundle n, : GL, +Fn, where or, maps each nondegenerate matrix 
to the complete flag whose i-dimensional subspace is spanned by the first 3 

of the matrix. r,‘(F,\lh/l) consists of matrices whose principal minors do not 
vanish. This implies that we can construct a section in mi’(F,\TQ choosing in 
each fiber an upper triangular matrix with the units on the main diagonal. Thus the 
group of upper triangular matrices with the units on the main diagonal is the natural 
a&e chart for the cell (&\ToI ). Under this identification the condition of nontrans- 
versality of k-dimensional subspace of the flag corresponding to some upper 
triangular matrix to the (n - Q-dimensional subspace of gag f coincides with the 
vanishing of the determinant of the ((n - k) * (n - k))-minor formed by its first rows 
and last columns. 0 

Remark 5.11. For PT*p the local equations of two train components are: 

z=O; and Z=Xy. (6) 
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Defirmition 5J2. Let .2= {fi , . . . ,fi} be an arbitrary set 
before, sf denotes the one-point compactificatiok of 

‘I$= rg: TuA n (F,\Tn/,) 

and 

79 

of complete flags in C As 

proof, F,‘,TBII is di&omorphic to the n(n - Q-dimensional cell. ‘Hir! 
duality implies (see [3]): 

where fij and & denote the reduced homoIosy and the compact spt 
qBectively. c 

where q as before, denotes the compactifying point. To w 
(according to the described machinery) the Mayer-Vietoris 

Lemma 5.14, E&h of two irreducible components of TB~ in C3 is bikFlonrorp51Wy 
equivalent to C2. ‘Ihese components intersect in a pair ~fwmpkx lines, which in tkir 
turn intersect in a point. 

Proof. See formula (6). I9 

Corollary 5.15. rthe cohomology groups of a compact$ed train have no torsion and 
their nontrivial Betti numbers are equal to 1, 0, 1,2,2. 

Proof. Use the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence. •I 

Lemma 5.16. 7?ie one-point compactijkation of the intersection Ta/, nTnh is home* 
morphic to the complex depicted on Fig. 4 and is homotopically equivalent to the bouquet 
of four spheres S2 and six circles= 

Ppoof. The geometrical description of Tq, r Tn/, beZ?lre its compactification k s 
follows. It consists of four components A, B, Cl D: 
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d Noncompactificd and oncqmint compactilied Ib~nTa~. 

nds to the case when the flag line passes through the points of fr 

co-ponds to the case when thy flag line passes through the point of fi and 

point coincides with the intersection ofj+ and &lines; 
line passes through the point of while its point lies on the &line. 
A and 6 are diffeomorphic to S*\{point}, while B and D are 

“fhe following pairs of components have one-point intersections (which are 
pairwise different): (A, B), (A, D), (B, C), (C’, D). On Fig. 4 there are shown 
noncompadied and compact&d intersections Ta/,nTa/,. From this figure one 
can easily obtain the necessary facts. Cl 

7&e cohomology of Tnf~Tofi is torsion-free and its nontriM Betti 
numbem ate 1,6,4. 

Lemma S.t& Any 3-tuple ofdRags f, ,j&fi on CP “in generalposition” has sixjlags 
nontmnsvetsal to each of them. TOle lines of three flags pass through the pair of points 
of & and& while their points lie on the line of fk ; the lines of three others connect the 
intersection point of A- and J-lines with the point of fk, where (i, j, k) is an arbitrary 
permutation of 1, 2 and 3. 

Thh term El of the Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence for the reduced cohomology 
of Tnj is shown on Fig. 5, The degeneracy results proven in the previous part of 
this paper finish the proof of ThsGrem 5.2. 
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